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A band-gap-tailored random laser with a wide tunable range and low threshold through infrared radiation is
demonstrated. When fluorescent dyes are doped into the liquid crystal and heavily doped chiral agent system,
we demonstrate a wavelength tuning random laser instead of a side-band laser, which is caused by the combined
effect of multi-scattering of liquid crystal (LC) and band-gap control. Through rotating the infrared absorbing
material on the side of the LC cell, an adjustable range for random lasing of 80 nm by infrared light irradiation
was observed. © 2018 Chinese Laser Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Random lasers (RLs), which result from the multiple scattering
of light inside a disordered optical gain medium, have attracted
a lot of attention during the last few decades for their potential
applications as cheap, micro/nano-sized, low-coherence laser
sources and displays [1,2]. In contrast to conventional lasers,
RLs emit light at multiple wavelengths over a broad spatial
emission profile due to the lack of a resonance cavity [3].
Therefore, the lasing features, such as position, direction,
and wavelength, are unpredictable [4]. This means RLs are
uncontrollable, which severely hinders their applicability in
many practical circumstances. From an application point of
view, an externally controlled RL is highly desirable. In recent
reports, Gottardo et al. [5] showed that Mie resonances can
control the peak wavelength of an RL. These Mie resonances
introduce a wavelength-dependent diffusion constant. The dif-
fuse analog of the cavity decay time will therefore become wave-
length-dependent, which enables control over the emission
wavelength of an RL. El-Dardiry et al. [6] achieved experimen-
tal control over the emission wavelength of an RL by adjusting
the emission light absorption amount. They provided an alter-
native and much easier route for tailoring intrinsically disor-
dered lasers through controlling over the absorption amount
at the emission wavelength.
Nowadays, liquid crystals (LCs) are widely used in display
technologies and opto-electronic fields—such as in superior
light modulators and dye-doped LC (DDLC) lasers [7]. LCs
are also superior light scatterers and excellent candidates for
generating random lasing due to their intrinsic birefringence
characteristics. In previous reports, different types of LCs—
such as nematic LCs (NLCs) [8–10], cholesteric LCs (CLCs)
[11–13], and polymer-dispersed LCs (PDLCs) [14]—have
been used as scattering media to investigate RL characteristics.
Meanwhile, LCs have been considered for use as the host
materials in RLs, because they can be easily modulated by
external factors such as temperature [15–17], electric fields
[18–20], and light fields [21,22]. Yoshida et al. [23] studied
a wavelength-swept lasing system produced from a single free-
standing film. They presented a simple fabrication method in
which a network of nano-pores was formed in a photopolymer-
ized CLC film, and wavelength tuning was demonstrated in a
CLC based on refractive index modulation.
CLCs have received a great deal of attention in photonics
because they are available in a variety of textures with unique
optical properties including the planar texture, focal conic tex-
ture, and homeotropic texture, etc. In the planar texture, CLCs
can be treated as a class of one-dimensional photonic crystals
with an easily tailored band gap determined by the pitch and
average refractive index. Lasing will be found at the edge band
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under sufficient pumping conditions; this is the so-called band-
edge CLC laser. In the focal conic texture, CLCs are equivalent
to a strong scattering medium with random helical structures,
have a low diffusion constant and are therefore good media for
random lasing. In the homeotropic texture, CLCs cannot be
used as the scattering medium for DDLC lasers because the
LC molecules are neatly arranged. Morris et al. [24] achieved
the switch between band-edge laser emission and RL emission
using an electric field. At low frequencies, the CLC exhibits a
dynamic scattering/turbulent state, and at higher frequencies
the CLC exhibits a planar texture. There has been little research
on DDLC wavelength control in RLs, but the ability to tune
the band-edge laser emission can be achieved based on the tun-
able band gap in CLC. Lin et al. [25] reported on a band-edge
laser with a tuning range over 100 nm at the band edges of the
CLC photonic band gap through using photo-tunable chiral
materials AzoB. Unfortunately, the light sources used in these
references are high-energy ultraviolet (UV) light and that might
result in material damage, environmental contamination, or
poor penetrated length through container substrates. Near-
infrared (NIR) light would be much more applicable in fields
such as life sciences, drug delivery, materials science, and aero-
space because of its invisibility and outstanding penetration for
temporal and spatial remote activation of materials [26]. Thus,
it is crucial to develop NIR-light-controlled CLC-based lasers.
Tzeng et al. [27] observed a transition from the smectic A
phase to the cholesteric phase in a heavily doped nematic sys-
tem. Furthermore, they observed a sensitive band-gap tuning in
the cholesteric phase with changing temperature. In this work,
we obtain NIR light control of the transition from the smectic
phase to a cholesteric phase. We accomplish this through the
infrared light thermal effect by rotating the infrared absorbing
material on the side of the LC cell for the mixed solution of
nematic liquid crystal E7 and heavily doped chiral agent
S811. Thus, we demonstrate infrared light control of a CLC
band gap over a range from 500 to 700 nm for the first time
to our knowledge. Interestingly, when we dope fluorescent dyes
and the heavily doped chiral agent into the LC system, we dem-
onstrate the wavelength tuning RL instead of the side-band la-
ser, which is caused by the combined effect of multi-scattering
of LC and band-gap control (Fig. 1). Here, for the first time to
the best of our knowledge, we report on a wide-wavelength-
range tunable LC random lasing with a low threshold based
on band-gap feedback through NIR light irradiation. The
influence of different concentrations of absorbing materials,
as well as different intensities and wavelengths of NIR on
the regulatory ability of RLs, is researched.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
A. Materials
The CLC is a mixture of nematic LC E7 (HCCH, China) and
chiral dopant S811 (Chengzhi Yonghua). The physical proper-
ties of E7 are as follows: Δε  11.4 at 1 kHz and 25°C, Δn 
0.223 at λ  589 nm, and clearing temperature T c  59.2°C.
A previously reported by our donor–acceptor (D–A), con-
jugated, low-band-gap polymer based on bithiophene and
bis (2-oxoindolin-3-ylidene)-benzodifuran-dione (BIBDF),
namely, PBIBDF-BT, was used as a near-infrared absorbing
material and synthesized in our previous work [28]. The laser
dye Pyrromethene 597 (PM597) by excition has a high quan-
tum efficiency with only a small amount of non-radiative
charge transfer between the dye molecules and the solvent en-
ergy level, which is advantageous for laser generation. In this
paper, the mass fraction of PM597 is 1%. The structure of
the infrared absorbing material (PBIBDF-BT), chiral agent
(S811), and PM597 are shown in Fig. 2.
B. Preparation of Samples
The materials used in CLC in terms of the mass fraction are
30% S811 and 70% E7. The thermotropic and optical proper-
ties of the mixed solution of NLC E7 and chiral agent S811
were investigated using differential scanning calorimetry and
optical microscopy, respectively.
Fig. 1. Schematic of the band-gap-tailored random laser.
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The mixture solution of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)
and PBIBDF-BT was prepared and spin-coated on the inside of
a quartz glass plate to uniformly form a film. To fabricate the
defect CLC, we only made a uniform-oriented friction on the
thin film with the brush, which then was to form the LC cell
with the other glass plate. The LC cell thickness was controlled
by 40-μm dispersion of spacer beads. The weight ratio between
E7 and S811 was kept at ∼7:3, and they were then injected into
an empty cell by capillarity action.
The experimental setup to measure the random lasing
emission spectrum of the dye-doped chiral NLC is shown in
Fig. 3. One pumped laser beam is derived from a Q-switched
Nd:YAG second-harmonic-generation pulse laser (wavelength
of 532 nm, pulse duration of 10 ns, and repetition rate of
10 Hz). The pump pulse energy and polarization are controlled
by a Glan prism group. The pump beam is used to excite the
dye-doped chiral NLC sample with the NIR irradiation. The
emitted light along the CLC axis is collected by a fiber
spectrometer (QE65PRO, Ocean Optics, resolution ∼0.4 nm,
integration time 100 ms). The diameter of the pump beam on
the sample is about 100 μm.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The thermotropic and optical properties of the NLC E7 and
chiral agent S811 solution were investigated using differential
scanning calorimetry [DSC, Fig. 4(a)] and optical microscopy
[POM, Fig. 4(b)], respectively. Note that two different LC
phases were enantiotropically observed in both heating and
cooling cycles from the DSC results, which is confirmed by
the appearance of a cholesteric phase and smectic A phase in
the POM image.
Figure 5(a) shows the transmission spectra for the prepared
CLC cells mounted in a heated stage over different tempera-
tures. The band gap exhibits a redshift effect with decreasing
temperature. The bandwidth also widens with the redshift of
the central wavelength, which is entirely consistent with the
formula Δλ  p × ne − no, where Δλ is the bandwidth of
the band gap, p is the pitch of the CLC, no is the ordinary re-
fractive index, and ne is the extraordinary optical refractive
index. Figure 5(b) shows the band-gap change for different
850-nm irradiation times at an intensity of 30 mW·cm−2.
Note that the central wavelength of the reflection band
Fig. 2. Chemical structures of chiral agent S811, infrared absorbing
material PBIBDF-BT, and laser dye PM597.
Fig. 3. Experimental setup for the NIR controlling random laser.
Fig. 4. (a) DSC curves of CLC-based S811 (30 wt.%) in E7
(70 wt.%) at heating/cooling rate of 1°C per minute; (b) LC textures
recorded under crossed polarizers for the sample at 26°C and 30°C.
Fig. 5. Transmission spectra of CLC as functions of (a) temperature
and (b) irradiation time at 850 nm.
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is 700 nm when the NIR irradiation time is roughly 50 s. The
central wavelength of the band gap exhibits a blueshift with
increasing irradiation time and stabilizes at roughly 500 nm
after 3600 s. Therefore, we successfully achieved a tunable band
gap of more than 200 nm by NIR irradiation.
We measured the random lasing emission in the smectic A
and cholesteric phases as shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). There
are several sharp emission peaks with a full width at half-
maximum (FWHM) in the smectic A phase and cholesteric
phase less than 0.2 nm and 1 nm, respectively. The relationship
between the output intensity and the pump intensity for these
two different LC states is also shown in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d). The
thresholds for the smectic A state and the cholesteric state are
0.2 mJ and 1.5 μJ, respectively. When the pump intensity is
below the threshold, the emission spectra are dominated by
spontaneous emission of the laser dye. RLs can be obtained
when the pump energy is above the threshold. The threshold
of the cholesteric state is almost two orders of magnitude lower
than that of the smectic A state. The arrangement of LC mol-
ecules in the smectic A state is ordered, and the structure of LC
molecule in the cholesteric state is partially ordered. Thus, the
scattering for smectic A phases of LCs is weaker than that of
cholesteric phases. Meanwhile, the band-gap feedback of CLCs
also boosts the emission of RLs. Therefore, the threshold for
the cholesteric phase is lower than that of the smectic A phase.
Figure 7 shows the random lasing spectra of LCs at the
cholesteric state at different NIR (850-nm) irradiation times.
After three minutes of irradiation, the LC state changes from
the smectic A to the CLC planar texture. The lasing spectra
are around 640 nm and the RL peak wavelength blueshifts
∼80 nm as the illumination time increases to 24 min. When
the infrared light is removed, the RL wavelength redshifts as
shown in Fig. 8. In previous reports, only the band-edge laser
has been obtained in the planar texture of CLC [29–31].
Interestingly, we observe RLs and not band-edge lasers in the
planar texture of the CLC. In our experiment, we make a
friction orientation layer on one side of the LC cell; thus, a
defective planar texture of the CLC is formed. When a beam
of pump light is incident on the sample, the defective planar
texture causes multi-scattering to form RL emission. Moreover,
the band-gap feedback in the planar texture causes reflection of
the fixed wavelength. Therefore, two effects boost the tunable
RL in the planar texture of the cholesteric phase.
We also show a band-gap change for 940-nm NIR light
irradiation at an intensity of 30 mW · cm−2 in Fig. 9. Similarly,
the band-gap central wavelength is 700 nm when the 940-nm
NIR irradiation time is roughly 50 s. The band-gap central
wavelength blueshifts with increasing irradiation time and sta-
bilizes at roughly 550 nm after irradiating for 7000 s. However,
we find it is interesting that the final stable wavelength is differ-
ent from that at 850-nm NIR illumination. The PBIBDF-BT
absorptivity at 850 nm is stronger than that at 940 nm, which
results in a high increasing temperature speed and heat balance
temperature. Thus, two different NIR irradiation wavelengths
affect the final stabilized band-gap wavelength of the cholesteric
planar texture. Therefore, we study the stabilized RL wave-
length at different NIR irradiations, as shown in Fig. 10(a).
For 850-nm and 940-nm irradiation, the maximum peak of
the RL is stable at 557 nm and 569 nm, respectively. This
proves that the CLC band-gap shift can control the random
lasing emission. Meanwhile, the PBIBDF-BT concentration
Fig. 6. Random lasing emission (a) for smectic A state at ∼0.35 mJ
pump intensity, and (b) for cholesteric state at ∼3 μJ pump intensity;
the relation between the output intensity and the pump intensity for
(c) smectic A state and (d) cholesteric state.
Fig. 7. Random lasing spectra of LCs at the cholesteric state at
different NIR (850-nm) irradiation times.
Fig. 8. Random laser wavelength changes with time (× represents
three major laser peaks of the RL with NIR irradiation.  represents
three major laser peaks of the RL without NIR light).
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affects the NIR light energy absorption, which affects the tem-
perature of the heat balance and the CLC band-gap-stabilized
wavelength. Therefore, we studied the stabilized wavelength of
RL changes with different concentrations of PBIBDF-BT, as
shown in Fig. 10(b). For low concentrations of the PBIBDF-BT
sample, the RL wavelength stabilizes around 620 nm. As the con-
centration of PBIBDF-BT increases from 1 to 4 mg/mL, the sta-
bilized wavelength of the RL blueshifts 60 nm from 623 nm
to 561 nm.
Similarly, the NIR irradiation power also influences the
heat balance, which affects the wavelength of the CLC band
gap. The RL-stabilized wavelength can be controlled by the
NIR irradiation power, as shown in Fig. 11. As the light intensity
increases, the RL-stabilized wavelength shifts from 586 to
557 nm. Therefore, we can simply achieve a range of random
lasing wavelength emissions through NIR irradiation, which
paves the way to control RLs and apply them in the display field.
4. CONCLUSIONS
To summarize, we obtain a band-gap tailored random laser
with a wide tunable range and low threshold through infrared
radiation. A simple fabrication method for defect CLC involv-
ing rotating the infrared absorbing material on the side of the
liquid crystal cell is presented. The working mechanism has
been well described: multiple scattering of defective planar tex-
ture of cholesteric phase to boost a random laser that is tailored
by the band gap. We envision that tunable liquid crystals with
the low-threshold random lasers demonstrated in this work
may open a window to future RL applications in the laser
display and optical communication fields.
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